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Policy change is complex
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“‘The whole life of policy is a chaos 
of purposes and accidents” Clay and Schaffer, 1984



Policy change is complex



Time

Conventional thinking clashes with 
relationships of cause and effect 
that are unknown

Source: Ricardo Wilson-Grau (inspired by Jeff Conklin)
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• A participatory method 
for planning, monitoring  
and evaluation

• Focused on changes in 
behaviour of those with 
whom the project or 
program works

• Oriented towards social & 
organizational learning

Outcome Mapping is…



“Being attentive along the journey 
is as important as, and critical to, 
arriving at the destination ”

Michael Quinn Patton
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Sphere of influence – being 
realistic about your results

Boundary Partners – focussing 
on the people that matter

Outcomes understood as 
changes in behaviour

Three  key  concepts in OM:



There is a limit to our influence

Inputs, 
activities, 
outputs

Outcomes: 
Changes in 
behavior

Impact: 
Changes in 
state
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Situating yourself in the system
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Who are your boundary partners?

Programme

Beneficiaries Stakeholders Boundary Partners



What change do you want to see?

Given our understanding of the context, what are behaviours we would…

.…expect to see.…like to see.…love to see.…

Early responses to 
the programme

Active engagement 
with the 

programme

Deep 
transformation in 

behaviour



Focus on behaviour – what would you see?

Greater awareness…
Empowered women…
Community ownership…
Reduced conflict…
Increased collaboration…
Governmental commitment…

Gender sensitivity…

Equal access…
Budgetary transparency…

Active participation…

Poverty alleviation…
Strengthened capacity…

?



Policy outcomes... beyond legislation
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issue
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Monitoring on three levels

Programme Boundary 
partner

outcomes
(behaviour changes in the BPs)

implementation
(program strategies)

relevance & viability
(actions of the programme)

Interventions



• £31m programme 2009-2015

• Purpose:  ‘to increase the responsiveness and 
accountability of Government of Tanzania to 
citizens through a strengthened civil society’

• 26 CSO partners, most using £150 - £500K 
annually.

Example: 
Accountability in Tanzania





Forest ecosystem services are conserved for the 
benefit of the nation and local communities.

Governance within 
the forestry sector is 
improved.

Tanzanian citizens 
benefit from forest 
ecosystem services.

Intermediate 
Outcomes 
(monitored with 
‘conventional 
indicators’)

Goal/Impact:

Immediate 
Outcomes 
(monitored with 
‘conventional 
indicators’)

Government leaders 
at all levels support 
effective forest 
management.

Effective and sustained 
citizen demand for improved 
forest management and 
governance.

Attitude and Behaviour Change in Boundary Partners

Outputs Output Output Output Output Output

Actions Action ActionActionAction Action
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“Traditional management 
assumes we have the answers and puts 
in place an engine for delivering those 
answers in as replicable a fashion as 
possible. 

Adaptive management 
assumes we don’t have the answers, and 
puts in place a network to generate 
those answers when and where they are 
needed.”

Ben Ramalingam, IDS



“The organizations and supporters of 
[development] are under pressure to 
sacrifice actions that can produce trillions 

in gains through systemic 
transformation. 

Instead [they] are being pressured to do 

only actions for which “rigorous 
evidence” proves “what works” … 
known to produce at best mere millions—
but for which the donors … can take direct 
causal credit.” 

Lant Pritchett, CGD



Thank you

www.outcomemapping.ca
roma.odi.org
s.hearn@odi.org.uk


